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USN 08MBAMM313

Third Semester MBA Degree Examination, May/June 2010
Consumer Behaviour

Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks: 100
Note: 1. Answer any FOUR full questions from the Q.No.l to 7.

2. Question No.8 is compulsory.

1 a. What is societal marketing? Give an example.
b. Explain the different levels of consumer decision making.
c. Describe the strategies used for building customer relationship.

(03Marks)
(07Marks)
(10Marks)

2 a. What is social class mobility?
b. Discuss the benefits of consumerism.
c. Explain the motivation behind opinion leadership.

(03Marks)
(07Marks)
(10Marks)

3 a. What is the difference between positive and negative motivation? (03Marks)
b. Define social stratification. Explain the factors responsible for social stratification.(07Marks)
c. Bring out the various personality traits relatedto consumer innovativeness. (10Marks)

4 a. Who is an affluent consumer? (03Marks)
b. Why does frustration occur? Explain any five defense mechanisms used to reduce it.

(07Marks)
c. Mention the strategic marketing applications of classical conditioning theory. (10Marks)

5 a. Define cross-cultural consumer analysis.
b. What is perceived risk? Explain how consumers handle risk.
c. Describe the strategies involved in designing persuasive communication.

(03Marks)
(07Marks)
(10Marks)

6 a. What is on-line decision making?
b. Explain the various key consumption roles in family decision making process.
c. Explain the factors involved in attitude formation.

(03Marks)
(07Marks)
(10Marks)

7 a. Who is a surrogate buyer?
b. Analyze the stages of consumer adoption process.
c. What are reference groups? Explain the different types of reference groups.

(03Marks)
(07Marks)
(10Marks)

8 Case studv:
Pantaloon Retail (India) Ltd. (PRIL), started out in 1987 as Manz Wear Pvt. Ltd., dealing
primarily, in men's wear. In 1993-94, the company launched Pantaloon shoppe as complete

, men's wear stores. In 1997-98,PRIL introducedPantaloonstores, targettingmiddle class
families. The company was the first among the retail players in India, to turn public in 1991
to fuel its growth. During the 1990s the company built up its manufacturing base, and added
more Pantaloon stores in major cities across the country.

While hyper markets and discount stores contributed 60% of retail volumes worldwide, in
India, this segment was missing in the organized retail sector until the early 2000s. Only 2%
of the 12 million retailers in India were part of the organized sector till 2003, and most of

, these retailers catered to the upper middle and upper class consumers.
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Case study continued...

In 2001-02, India got its first hyper market in the form of 'Big Bazaar', launched by PRIL.
From 2003 onwards, Big Bazaar included a 'Gold Bazaar'. Big Bazaar targeted middle and
lower middle class Indian consumers. "The store is a support to the home maker's constant
effort of saving the maximum while giving the best to her family", said Kishore Biyani, MD,
PRIL. The company opened its first Big Bazaar store in Mumbai, with merchandiseranging
from apparels and household products to consumer electronics. As price was proposed as the
key differentiator, the stores offered 5 - 60% discount across product ranges, with 25 - 60%
discount on apparels and 5 - 20% discount on other product categories. It also focused on
unbranded products, especially in apparels that constituted 40% of its sales.

To maintain low prices, the company hunted for good deals in the market, to buy
merchandise at considerably less rates. In the case of jeans, for instance, it sourced the
discontinued Ruf n Tuf brand of apparels from Arvind Mills Ltd. In India, the readymade
jeans market consumed 72 million pairs of jeans a year. Of the 72 million pairs, three
million pairs were sold 'off the pavements' and Big Bazaar wanted to make in roads into
that market. The price positioning of Ruf n Tufjeans at Rs.299, was supposed to take on this
off pavement market where most of the jeans were priced between Rs.375 and Rs.400. "The
consumer can now shop at Big Bazaar and pick up jeans or tops for as much if not less than
what they would, in the un..organizedretail sector", said Darshan Mehta, president, Arvind
Mills. To cut back on costs, the Big Bazaar stores were built on warehouse format,with less
focus on store ambience. Biyani opined that Big Bazaar was focused on giviJ:lgthe best
possible deal to its customers, rather than focusing on the ambience of the store.

Taking cue from international retail players like Wal-Mart and Carrefour, the company
decided to focus on the value-proposition, to attract its target customers, Big Bazaar used
'Is se sasta aur ~chha kahin nahin' as a punch line, emphasizing its focus on low prices. It
also communicated 'Price challenge offer', wherein the consumer can return the
merchandise purchased from Big Bazaar if she/he finds a similar product elsewhere, at a
lower price. It also communicated' Purane do naya 10' offer. With its clear positioning as
value-for-money, Big Bazaar became a success story.

Despite this growth, Big Bazaar faces intense competition today. Its main competitors are
Giant hyper markets owned by RPG Group, and Star India Bazaar owned by Trent, a Tata
Group Co. The competition would increase further if the government of India allows FDI in
the retail sector which will result in international players entering the Indian market. India
already has some international players like Marks and Spencers, Dairy Farm International
Holding Ltd. and Life Style International, which either have a franchise setup or a joint
venture in India. It is to be seen if Big Bazaar will be able to hold its ground in the face of
increasing local and international competition.

. Questions:
a. How did Big Bazaar offer the 'best possible deals' and discounted prices to its consumers?

- (05 Marks)
b. Biyani opined that Big Bazaar was focused on giving the best possible deals to its

customers, rather than focusing on the store ambience. Is ambience irrelevant for discount
stores? (05Marks)

c. What are the ways in which Big Bazaar can attract more number of customers? (05Marks)
d. What strategies you reconimend to the Big Bazaar to beat the competition? (05Marks)

*****
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